appendix 2:

Eastlake linkage DESIGN principles
It is recommended that Linkage design principles be developed that will identify common materials and
visual clues that reflect Eastlake’s history and identity.
•
•
•

The Linkage design principles create a broad framework and are not detailed design guidelines.
These design principles will be used when building public improvements in the area, for example
benches, signage, and story nodes in the Eastlake Open Lands that parallels the railway.
These design principles will assist when evaluating private development proposals in the area, for
example detailed design guidelines submitted for a particular parcel.

What is eastlake?
The following pages show examples of how design principles can be developed that can reflect Eastlake’s
history and identity. First it is necessary to ask “What is Eastlake” to identify themes that reflect its character:

Agricultural heritage

Railroads

small town feel
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community buildings

What materials & symbols represent
"eastlake"?
After identifying and analyzing images that represent these themes, materials common to Eastlake have
been identified.
•

This includes the use of red brick, wood timber, wrought iron, cast steel, rural unstructured plantings,
shade trees etc.

•

Symbols and patterns that represent the themes have also been identified particularly those that
represent the railways and agriculture
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eastlake design materials

Agricultural and
Railway Theme:
Rusted Steel,
Corrugated Metal

Agriculture, Railway
& Community
Buildings Themes:
Wood and Timber
for structures,
Natural Materials
and brick for paving.

Agriculture and
Small Town Feel
Theme:
Rural Unstructured
Plantings, Shade
Trees
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eastlake symbols
Agricultural and
Railway Theme:
Common Symbols
and Elements

Agricultural and
Railway Theme:
Circular Elements
and Linear and
Circular Patterns
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How can these material and symbols
be used?
These materials can be composed in various applications, such as symbols, furnishings,
pavilions, signs, etc.

examples of how these can be used

Metal and Wood:
Benches, Trash
Receptacles,
Bollards

Metal, Wood, Brick, Small
Town Feel:
Fencing
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examples of how these can be used

Wood, Metal, Brick:
Shelters

Small Town Feel:
Lighting
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